The Fano resonance is a widespread wave scattering phenomenon associated with a peculiar asymmetric and ultra-sharp line shape, which has found applications in a large 
The Fano resonance [1] is a ubiquitous scattering wave phenomenon, commonly found in various branches of science and engineering like atomic and solid states physics [2, 3] , electromagnetism [4] [5] [6] , electronic circuits [7, 8] , photonics [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , nonlinear optics [16, 17] , and acoustics [18, 19] . Such intriguing type of resonance occurs as a result of constructive and destructive interferences between two overlapping resonant scattering states with different lifetimes: a wide-band "bright" resonance, and a narrower "dark" resonance. The dark resonance serves as a quasi-isolated (localized) state whose coexistence in the continuum of the bright resonance gives rise to the asymmetric and ultra-sharp line shape profile of the Fano resonance [20] .
While originally developed to explain the inelastic scattering of electrons in Helium [21] , the ultra-sharp spectrum of Fano resonances has established itself as a centerpiece in the realization of many modern optical devices, including low threshold lasers [22] , low energy switches [23] , ultrafast modulators [24] , high quality factor filters [25] , compact electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) devices [26] , ultrathin perfect absorbers [27] , and highly accurate interferometers [28] . Moreover, apart from its steepness, the peculiar asymmetric line shape of Fano resonances is found to be excessively sensitive to environmental changes, a characteristic which has enabled the realization of highly sensitive and accurate sensors [29, 30] .
Unfortunately, this extreme sensitivity also comes with a price: guaranteeing a Fano resonance near the frequency of interest requires extreme control over the system's geometry as fabrication imperfections can shift the bright and dark modes away from each other. Even worse, disorder may introduce extra parasitic resonances, completely destroying the muchsought Fano line shape. Therefore, the performance advantages obtained from Fano interferences are often mitigated by the costs associated with the required fabrication technology. Although they work quite well in theory, the performance of Fano-based devices degrades significantly upon fabrication due to inevitable flaws [31] .
The recent development of topological wave physics [32] [33] [34] , which has demonstrated a wide class of topologically-protected photonic [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , mechanical [44] [45] [46] [47] or acoustic states [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] , may offer an unprecedented solution to this vexing problem. It has been demonstrated that, depending on the characteristics of the topology of the bulk bands, topological edge modes can be protected to certain classes of defects [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . Such protection has inspired the realization of a new generation of topological devices, such as lasers and modulators, with unprecedented robustness to fabrication flaws [65, 66] . Following these pioneering works, one may wonder whether topology may be leveraged to build a novel form of sturdy topologically-protected Fano resonance, which may be largely appealing for a wide range of applications in different areas of physics, from photonics to mechanics and acoustics.
In this Letter, we extend the reach of topological wave physics by introducing the general concept of topological Fano resonances. We demonstrate that the ultra-sharp spectrum of Fano resonances can be guaranteed by design without stringent geometrical requirements, and with a complete immunity to structural disorder, while retaining its ability to shift under environmental changes and act as a sensor. We further provide an experimental demonstration of topological Fano resonances in a realistic acoustic system. The underlying idea of our proposal is conceptually sketched in Fig. 1 . Let us first consider the conventional Fano resonance (Fig. 1a) . It is typically achieved by overlapping two resonant states with different lifetimes: one needs a bright and a dark mode that coexist in a certain spectral range. Upon coupling, the resonant interaction of these two states leads to constructive and destructive interferences, which creates the archetypal asymmetric peak-and-dip Fano line shape [67] . Since the Fano resonance is a resonant scattering state obtained from an interference phenomenon between only two modes, it is intrinsically sensitive to perturbations in the geometry and environment. More specifically, even small amount of disorder can shift the resonance frequencies and coupling phase of the two resonating modes, and introduce new resonant states that uncontrollably deform the peculiar Fano spectral signature. This is schematically represented in the right panel of Fig. 1a , where disorder has created new dips and peaks in the spectrum. Our proposal is, instead, to start from bright and dark modes whose existence is topologically guaranteed (Fig. 1b, left) . Upon coupling, a topological Fano resonance may be created, whose line shape can be preserved even in the presence of geometrical disorder. Environmental changes may shift the bright and dark modes, but not suppress them nor introduce new modes. As a result, the Fano shape inherits some form of topological immunity against disorder, as we demonstrate in the following.
Following our initial vision, we need a topological dark mode to interact with a topological bright mode. Here, we achieve this in an acoustic system (see the supplementary material [68] for an electromagnetic equivalent), by creating two topological subspaces based on the physics of symmetry-protected bound states in the continuum. Consider a two-dimensional acoustic parallel-plate waveguide with a plate separation of 2h=10 cm, containing cylindrical obstacles placed at the centerline and arranged in a periodic lattice with lattice constant of ( with waves propagating down to the quasi-static limit. The second category (the red band), corresponds to odd-symmetric eigenstates, exhibiting the typical cosine band characteristic of evanescently coupled resonators. Such odd-symmetric modes originate from symmetryprotected bound states in the continuum (BICs) [69] [70] [71] [72] , which are prevented to leak into the continuum of even-symmetric waveguide modes (see [68] , section I). Interestingly, the odd band behaves differently than the even bands upon scaling: while shrinking the lattice constant shifts all the even bands up in frequency, the position of the BIC band stays constant [68] . This allows us to overlap the second blue band and the first red band in Fig. 1a (setting a=16.3 cm) , creating two uncoupled physical subspaces whose topological properties can be further simultaneously engineered, as we now demonstrate.
To induce a non-trivial topology in such one-dimensional periodic structure, we first double the size of the unit cell, now considering the lattice as a repetition of cylinders pairs, which effectively folds the band structure. Next, we lift the degeneracies of the new band structure at the folding points by reducing or increasing the distance between the two cylinders within the classification. Similar to a SSH chain [73] , while both configurations exhibit exactly the same band structure, they are topologically distinct, as confirmed by Zak phase calculations [68] , whose results are summarized on the right-hand sides of the dispersion diagrams.
To form the topological Fano resonance, we now consider the topological edge states that form at an interface between these two crystals around 1.5 kHz (by design, the topological bandgaps of the even and odd subspaces overlap around this frequency). In Fig. 3a , we form a finitesize system made of four crystal cells on each side of the interface (top inset). For the sake of simplicity, we have removed the last obstructing cylinder from the non-trivial sample so as to avoid an extra BIC topological edge mode to form at the right hand side interface with the empty waveguide (which is a trivial insulator in the odd-symmetric subspace). Removing this last cylinder does not fundamentally change our results, but creates a single Fano-resonance instead of a double one. Similar to our previous classification, the obtained edge states can be categorized into two classes: the dark edge state stemming from the BIC mode, distinguished by its odd profile, and the bright one originating from the even modes (see [68] , section IV).
The two-port system is then excited by a plane wave incident from the left and the transmission coefficient is extracted (bottom plot in Fig. 3a) . As observed, the spectrum shows a single peak right at the resonance frequency of the bright edge mode (the red dashed line), because the incident plane wave cannot excite the odd-symmetric (dark) edge mode. To let, instead, the bright and dark modes interact and create a topological Fano resonance, we must break the vertical inversion symmetry and slightly move all cylinders up (or down) from the center line. Doing so indeed yields the expected Fano line shape (the solid blue line). It should be emphasized that the slight movement of obstacles from the centerline does not change the topological classification of the bands (see [68] ; section III). Consequently, both of the obtained bright and dark resonances are of topological nature, and the origin of the Fano resonance is indeed rooted to the topological properties of the surrounding bulk insulators. Therefore, we expect the presence of the Fano resonance to be guaranteed even in the presence of disorder, as long as it is not strong enough to close the band gaps. To test this hypothesis, we randomly change the positions of the obstructing circles in Fig. 3b (1.5 cm average shift) and repeat the scattering experiment. The transmission spectrum of the waveguide, represented in Fig. 3b (bottom panel), reveals three important properties. Despite the large degree of disorder, (i) the Fano-resonance is still present, (ii) the Fano shape is not disturbed by any new localized-mode (which would add new peaks/dips) (iii) the Fano resonance peak and dip can shift and is still sensitive to environmental changes. These features remain true for any realization of disorder. This is illustrated in Fig. 3c , which reports the evolution of the transmission spectrum versus disorder strength. This plot confirms that not only disorder slightly changes the resonance frequencies of the bright and dark edge modes, but also it does not affect the presence and representative peak-and-dip shape of the Fano resonance. Next, we compare the robustness of the topological Fano to the one of a topologically trivial Fano resonance, like the one considered in Fig. 3d , which is based on bright and dark resonant defect-tunneling through a Bragg band gap [74] . In this case, the trivial Fano spectrum is deeply affected by the presence of disorder, which induces new localized states that destroy its characteristic shape (Fig. 3e) .
Comparing the parametric plot of Fig. 3f to the one of Fig. 3c , we see that the trivial Fano resonance only survives low disorder levels, until is completely destroyed by a disorderinduced localized mode.
Based on these findings we have built a prototype to demonstrate experimentally the robustness of the topological Fano resonance (Fig. 4a, top panel) . The sample consists of an acrylic Numerical finite-elements simulations including realistic visco-thermal losses predict a topological Fano resonance around the frequency f0=2.3 kHz. To confirm this prediction, we sent burst noise from the left of the system, whereas the right-hand side port was connected to a broadband anechoic termination (see [68] , section VII). We then measured the corresponding transmission coefficient, which is represented in the bottom panel of 
